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For ΔT = THOT – TCOLD small,
the fluid conducts heat but remains at rest.

top

bottom

Fluid in a box
with hot bottom and cold top
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For (ΔT) > (ΔT)c
an ordered convection pattern emerges



Can the emergence of order
be predicted?

How large does V have to be for the flow to change?
Lord Kelvin, Lord Rayleigh, Sommerfeld, Hopf and 
others attempted to predict the answer, but failed.

V = 0

speed V

Consider a fluid between two parallel plates with 
one plate moving and the other at rest:



Fluid between 
cylinders with the
inner one rotating

G.I. Taylor
Cambridge U

1923

Ω = rotation
frequency

for small R:
no pattern 
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Emergence of order:  R > Rc =118

vortex pair

Pattern: a stack of
donut-shaped vortices

Photo: Andereck, Liu, Swinney
J Fluid Mech. (1985)

Taylor (1923)



vorticesno pattern

This was the first test of a prediction of the onset of order.
“All [previous] attempts to calculate the speed at which any

type of flow would become unstable have failed.”

G. I. Taylor, Proc. Royal Society (1923) 

EXPERIMENT
THEORY

Emergence of Taylor vortex pattern

fouter cylinder

finner cylinder



Chemical patterns

Philosophical Transactions Royal Society London (1952)Philosophical Transactions Royal Society (London), 1952

Philosophical Transactions Royal Society London (1952)

Turing patterns



Reactor designed to search for 
Turing patterns

stirred tank••

••

OXIDIZER

REDUCER

stir

stir

stirred tank
gel reactor
½ mm thick

Tam et al. (U Texas)
U.S. Patent 4,832,914 (1989)

25 mm



Turing pattern (observed in a thin gel layer)

Colors: chloride concentration in the chlorite-iodide-malonic acid reaction

close-up

Ouyang & Swinney (1991)

0.2 mm

hexagonal pattern

τπλ DwavelengthTuring 2=



Systems driven away from equilibrium
• A gradient is imposed on the system, e.g.

• Increase the strength of the gradient
– e.g., increase the Reynolds number for a flow,

or the chemical concentration gradient

• Solve the equations of motion to find 
when an ordered pattern emerges.
– The equations are typically nonlinear

deterministic partial differential equations

velocity
gradient

velocity=0

V
FLUID FLUID

cold plate (top)temperature
gradient

hot plate (bottom)



Determine the onset of order

σ R > Rc u(r,t) unstable

R = Rc neutral stability
R < Rc u(r,t) stable

0

● Solve equation of motion for the base state u(r,t)
At small R:  u(r,t) is stable, unique, and has the 

symmetry of the system geometry

● Consider a small disturbance δu(r,t) = Aeσteik.r

σ = growth rate of the disturbance, and k=2π/wavelength

● Linearize the equation of motion in δu(r,t)
● Find the smallest R (called Rc) with σ = 0:

an ordered pattern emerges spontaneously at Rc



Skinner & Swinney, Physica D 48 (1991)

Traveling waves (complex growth rate σ)

Spirals in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky chemical reaction



more spiral patterns
convection in carbon dioxide calcium waves in 

Xenopus oocytes

Bodenschatz et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 67 (1991) Lechleiter et al., Science 252 (1991)

top view of fluid in shallow box



Gray et al., Science 270 (1995)

Electrical waves in the heart
Abnormal heart: SPIRAL WAVES

→ fibrillation
rabbit heart (real)

SA
node

NORMAL
HUMAN HEART

AV
node

Left
Bundle

Right
Bundle

dog heart
(mathematical model)



Beyond the emergence of order 
• Complex patterns

twisted Taylor vortices
clouds parrotfish

• No general theory for complex patterns
– NO EXTREMUM PRINCIPLE 

• Study using
–computer simulations of models
–laboratory experiments



Secondary
instability

(increase Reynolds
number R)

Taylor vortices

wavy vortices

D. Coles
J. Fluid Mechanics

(1965)



Symmetry: Taylor vortices look same at any angle. Breaking of the rotational invariance

THEORY:THEORY:
symmetry allows only these four possible states

Iooss, J. Fluid Mech. 173 (1986)

EXPERIMENT:EXPERIMENT:
Taylor vortices

Andereck, Liu, Swinney, J. Fluid Mech. 164 (1986)



wavy vortices

modulated waves

Gollub & Swinney
Phys. Rev. Letters

(1975)

for increasing Reynolds number:

Taylor vortices

wavy vortices

modulated wavy 
vortices

chaotic flow
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chaotic wavy vortices



Dynamics in phase space:
modulated wavy vortices:  attracting 2-torus
2-dimensional projection of torus

Poincaré
section

Poincaré section of torus

Vr(ti)

Vr(ti + τ)

R/Rc = 10.1

Brandstater, Swift, Swinney, Wolf, Farmer, Jen, Crutchfield Phys. Rev. Lett. (1983); 
Brandstater & Swinney, Phys. Rev. A (1987)



Strange (chaotic) attractor
wrinkled torus Poincaré section

Poincaré
section

R/Rc = 11.6



Persistence of patterns
far beyond their emergence

large
cylinder
rotation

rate



Persistent patterns in turbulent flow

streamlines
at elevation

where
pressure = 

½ atm

date: Feb 17

JET STREAM

LOW

HIGH

●

NORTH

POLE

R ~ 1012



Particle streak image of circular jet
time exposure

of tracer particles

Rossby # = 0.02
Reynolds # = 370

Ω = 6.28 rad/s
Flux = 5.6 cm3/s

86 cm



Pump faster:
circular

jet becomes
unstable

5-fold 
traveling wave
(Rossby wave)

Number of waves
at instability onset:

3-10, depending
on pumping and

rotation frequency

time exposure
of tracer particles



Each side
13,800 km

Period
10h 39min 24s

Latitude
78o North

http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.cfm

29 OCTOBER 2006: NASA’s Casini spacecraft reveals 
“bizarre 6-sided feature encircling the north pole of Saturn”



Jet:  barrier to transport

KAM
(Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser)

invariant curve

Sommeria, Meyers,
Swinney, Nature (1989)

inject dye



Ozone
hole:

contained by
a KAM torus

south pole

polar
night jet

ozone holeRed: high ozone 
concentration

Blue: low ozone 
concentration

●

KAM torus



Barriers to transport in turbulent flow

Finite Lyapunov Exponent Field (FTLE) (s-1) Black lines are maximizing curves 
(ridges) of the FTLE field

→ Transport across a ridge is negligible

Mathur, Haller, Peacock, Ruppert-Felsot, Swinney, Phys. Rev. Lett. 98,144502 (2007)



Pollution control in Monterey, California
Real-time Lagrangian Coherent Structures computed using surface radar data 

Lekien and Couliette (Caltech)

● MONTEREY

●SANTA CRUZ

Latitude
(degrees)

Longitude
(degrees)

Finite time
Lyapunov
Exponent  



Niemeyer
et al. (1984)

bacterial
colony

Matsushita
et al. (2003)

oil

lightning

Praud & Swinney (2005)

electrodeposition
Emergence of patterns in growth processes

air fingers in oil layerchemical (BZ) labyrinth 

Yochelis et al. (2002)Argoul et al., (1988)



• motile 

• produce lubricating layer

• produce spores 
under stress 

• reproduce in ~1 hour
(in optimized medium)

rods ~0.8 μm x 4 μm

30 μm

flagella

100 nm

Study pattern formation in bacterial colonies 
of Paenibacillus dentritiformis (type T)



Growth of bacterial colonies

agar gel

90 mm

1.5 mm

Petri dish

•

inoculate:
5 μL drop (~ 5x105 bacteria)



Bacterial colony growth

t = 0 h t =18 h t = 72 ht = 54 ht = 36 h

5 mm

2 g/L peptone
1.5% agar 

inoculation
droplet

embryonic
colony



10 mm

Vary nutrient concentration and substrate hardness
→ the patterns depend on growth conditions

(all images on the same scale)



Growth of nearby sibling colonies
(sibling:= from the same culture)



Change the goal of the research
on bacterial colony growth --

that is, let observations dictate the research direction.
This is easy with hands-on table-top research,

in contrast to big science projects 
where goals are set years in advance

and can’t be varied because of huge investments.

Instead of studying how patterns change 
in response to environmental conditions,

→ Find the cause of the slowed 
growth of neighboring colonies



Does slowed growth occur 
because of nutrient depletion?

No:
when nutrition is added 

between the colonies, 
there is no growth in response



Inoculate gel with an annulus of bacteria



Growth from an annular inoculation
No growth
inside even
though there
is sufficient

nutrient there



lagc VtVttR −=)(

• assume prespores secrete inhibitor u(r,t)

• take colony radius  Rc(t) from experiment:

• experiment also indicates 

)(tRR cp α=

agar=1.5% peptone=2g/L
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Model for inhibitor concentration u(r,t)
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where

limits u to a 
maximum value

D diffusion coefficient (measured)

A an amplitude

H(x) Heaviside step function

Ci center of the ith inoculation

umax maximum u for inhibitor  

(for u > umax sporolation is complete 

and no inhibitor is generated)

uT threshold: for u > uT, colony growth decelerates (as observed)

limits inhibitor
generation to

prespore region



uthreshold

Compare model and experiment
Predicted inhibitor

concentration
(mass/mm2)

initial uniform
inoculation



a

b

More than inhibition
Bacteria from b grow in a rich nutrient broth, but
bacteria from a don’t grow at all – they are dead.



What are the molecules
secreted by the bacteria

that inhibit colony growth?



Extract gel between colonies and 
analyze to identify the inhibitor/toxin



40 kDa
marker 12 colonies

flagellin (30 kDa)

subtilisin (28 kDa)

Lfx (12 kDa)

Chromatograms of material extracted 
from gel between two growing colonies

marker 2

10 kDa

15 kDa

20 kDa

30 kDa
increasing
molecular

weight

Lethal factor x



Competition between sibling
bacterial colonies

• Behavior not due to nutrient depletion 
• Competition can be deadly
• But a single colony doesn’t commit suicide  

(inhibitor does not reach threshold) 
• Model for inhibitor (toxin) describes 

growth and inhibition

• Discovery of a new protein Lfx, a toxin.

Be’er, Payne, Florin, Ben-Jacob, Swinney, PNAS 106 (2009)



Return to the principal
theme of this talk:

the emergence of order
in systems forced away

from thermodynamic 
equilibrium



surface of
vibrating layer

of water

Turing pattern

Emergence of order

vibrating sand layer chemical spiral
vertically oscillating sand

● If a system is forced away 
from thermodynamic 
equilibrium, a
spatial pattern will form.

● Experiments and 
mathematical models are 
leading to unifying principles.

daffodil


